
Extra Credit:

Weekly Opportunities: (Only available to students with no zeros...pick as many as you want but, only one of 
each...per week)

1) Current Events (one per week)
2) Create a crossword or word search about chapter topics/vocab using the free puzzlemaker software available 
online (you need to include a key and double check your work) (one per week) This is a great review but, you 
must double check your work.  If the puzzle doesn't work because of a misspelling/mistake....I cannot give 
extra credit 
3) Power Point create a power point about chapter topics include pictures, maps, political cartoons.  Email it to 
me when you are done.  If you do not have MS Power Point at home download Open Office for free from our 
class webpage.
4) Use Free Mind or Inspiration to create a mind map about the chapter (Free Mind is free and can be 
downloaded from our class webpage.)

Test Extra Credit:

1) Complete the extra essay question (one per test)
2) If you created a chapter outline in class (like you were told to) then you can use it on the test

Semester Credit (Once per semester)

1) Read a biography or historical fiction novel relevant to course topics.  (Talk to me first)
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